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Key Events to Watch

Global sovereign bonds took a break yesterday and mostly traded
sideways, in what was a slight return to risk-on after a week and a half of
Coronavirus worries which rocked markets. Equities took a bounce, all
the major equity indices were higher at their respective closing bells
yesterday, while 'safe haven' gold futures traded down, -0.67%.
Currencies were mixed, with GBP showing quite a lot of weakness, and
USD gaining some traction across the board. This move in Sterling came
as a result of Michel Barnier and Boris Johnson yesterday outlining their
conflicting views ahead of upcoming EU-UK trade talks.
WTI Crude Oil shedded 2.23% during yesterday's session, finishing the
day in the $49.90s. This is the lowest crude has been since the start of
September last year, the commodity is down a significant -16.5% YTD.
US Manufacturing PMI yesterday came in at 50.9 vs our expectations of
48.5, placing the nation in expansionary territory for the first time since
August 2019 for this reading.

This morning at 03:30 the Reserve Bank of Australia released their
rate decision and an accompanying statement, opting to leave rates
unchanged at 0.75%. This is the only Central Bank figure of the
week, plus investors have been keeping a close eye on Australia
since the breakout of the deadly Coronavirus, coupled with
extensive bushfires in the region which continue to threaten
Australian economic growth.
RBA Governor Phillip Lowe is due to speak twice this week, and the
bank will release their monetary policy statement in the early hours
of Friday morning.

RBA Rate Decision

Coronavirus Update

BP plc

The death toll in China has risen to 425, while over 20,000 people
worldwide have been confirmed to have Coronavirus, yesterday
Hong Kong reported their first death.
The virus has now spread even further, reaching Belgium, Spain,
Sweden and Finland, having already seen confirmed cases in the
UK, France, Germany and Italy.
Asian equities have been hit the hardest, with the Japanese Nikkei
225 index currently over 4.2% off highs and the Chinese Shanghai
Composite index 6.5% lower from where it closed on Jan 23rd just
before national holidays closed their stock markets.

Carlsberg

Multinational oil and gas corporation BP has seen a surge in share
price this morning, currently up over 4% in London. BP have
reported an underlying replacement cost profit (their definition of
net income) of $2.6b vs $3.5b for the same period one year prior.
This quarterly figure has exceeded our in-house expectations for BP
by $0.4b, and comes after disappointing earnings releases recently
from competitors Royal Dutch Shell, Chevron and ExxonMobil.
BP have also stated that they intend to raise their dividends to
$10.50 cent per share, and which will be paid on March 27th.

Carlsberg stock is up over 2.5% today after the announcement of
new share buyback program and a planned 17% increase in its
dividend. 
They also reported a rise in profits after tax to 6.6b Danish Kronor,
an increase of 23.7%. The Copenhagen based group which own
Carlsberg, Tuborg and Kronenbourg will begin this new program in
which 5b Danish Kronor worth of stock will be repurchased and it
will span for 12 months.


